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About ALBA
The family-owned company ALBA CR spol. s r.o. was founded in 1992 and has since grown 
into one of the largest chair manufacturers in Central Europe. Our product range includes 
executive chairs, office chairs, visitor chairs, waiting area benches, soft seating and design 
chairs in all price ranges. We focus exclusively on B2B trade and have more than 15 years of 
experience in exporting to EU countries.

Prague Head Office 
ALBA CR spol. s r.o.

Masarykovo náměstí 26
250 83 Škvorec
Czech Republic

Brno Branch
ALBA CR spol. s r.o.
Pěstitelská 196/18

619 00 Brno
Czech Republic

Ostrava Branch
ALBA CR spol. s r.o.

Šenovská 32
710 00 Slezská Ostrava

Czech Republic

Slovakia Head Office
ALBA SR spol. s r.o.

Bučany 496
919 28 Bučany

Slovakia
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Office Chairs
The family-owned company ALBA CR spol. s r.o. was founded in 1992 and has since grown into one of the largest 
chair manufacturers in the Czech Republic and Slovakia. Our product range includes executive chairs, office 
chairs, visitor chairs, waiting area benches and design chairs in all price ranges. We focus exclusively on B2B 
trade and have more than 15 years of experience in exporting to Germany and other EU countries.

Office Chairs
Office seating belongs 
to the elite disciplines of 
furniture design

No other piece of furniture requires 
such a thorough knowledge of 
anatomy and ergonomics as the office 
chair. Only through careful study of 
the human body and sophisticated 
functional design  you can create 
seating that allows you to work truly 
efficiently.
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GAME
Our biggest chair designed for 
professionals looking for top 
quality and ergonomics

Extra adjustable

Perfectly adjustable 
chair with separately 
height adjustable, 
soft lumbar support 
for optimal seating 
comfort

Optional equipment

Wide choice of optional 
equipment, which can 
be ordered additionally, 
components can be 
easily assembled

High durability

The materials used, such 
as injection moulded 
foam (VIP) and high 
quality mesh, guarantee 
long durability without 
sagging

Generous proportions 

Extra wide seat and 
comfortable, high 
backrest with lockable 
backrest-height

We designed the GAME chair especially for professionals who need a 
perfectly adaptable, ergonomically sophisticated and breathable chair 
for their modern office. One that provides optimal support, comfort and 
concentration throughout the day while working at their desk.

Key Features
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The GAME Series
The chairs from the GAME series perfectly adapt to your 
individual needs and, thanks to their generous design, are 
also suitable for tall users above 190 cm.  The lockable, 
height-adjustable backrest stays securely in the chosen 
position and the pleasantly soft lumbar support supports 
your back exactly where it is needed. A fully adjustable 
synchronous mechanism is standard on all three models, 
and proper seating and better support can be aided by 
matching armrests and headrest.

GAME BOSS NET

GAME PROKUR

GAME BOSSGAME BOSS VIP

Height adjustable 
backrest

Seat depth adjustment 
(T-synchro, TB-synchro, 
ERGO)

Height adjustable 
lumbar support
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Make Your Own GAME Chair

PU armrests
P98
4D

PU armrests
P44C

2D
with chrome base

PU armrests
P48C 

4D with lock and 
chrome base

PU armrests
P48 
3D

with lock

PP armrests
P41

height 
adjustable

PU armrests
P44

height
adjustable

MECHANISM
 1MES01

Synchro

MECHANISM
 1MES27

TB-synchro

MECHANISM 
1MES29

IMA synchro

MECHANISM 
1MES02

T-synchro

Castors
Ø 65 mm for hard 

surfaces

Flat polished 
aluminium base

Ø 640 mm
+ black piston

Loop polished
aluminium base

Ø 700 mm
+ chrome piston

Flat black
aluminium base

Ø 640 mm
+ black piston

Loop nylon chair 
base

with metal insert
Ø 640 mm

Castors
Ø 65 mm

Mesh 3D
adjustable
headrest

Upholstered 
fixed headrest

Clothes hanger
Only for fixed 

headrest
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The complete range of colours and surfaces can be found in the price lists or in the ALBA 3D configurator
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GAME BOSS VIP
Seat width 52 cm

Seat depth 50 cm

Seat height 45-56 cm

Chair height without headrest 104-120 cm

Weight capacity 150 kg

Weight 18 kg

Packaging 0,3 m3

Warranty 5 years

GAME BOSS NET
Seat width 53 cm

Seat depth 51 cm

Seat height 45-52 cm

Chair height without headrest 103-116 cm

Weight capacity 130 kg

Weight 18 kg

Packaging 0,3 m3

Warranty 5 years

Specifications

GAME BOSS
Seat width 53 cm

Seat depth 51 cm

Seat height 44-55 cm

Chair height without headrest 104-120 cm

Weight capacity 150 kg

Weight 18 kg

Packaging 0,3 m3

Warranty 5 years

GAME PROKUR
Seat width 49 cm

Seat depth 46 cm

Seat height 48 cm

Chair width 56 cm

Chair depth 61 cm

Chair height 87 cm

Weight capacity 130 kg

Weight 9 kg

Stackabilty 3 pcs

Warranty 5 years
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KENT
Built for executives and managers, 
who require maximum comfort in 
the workplace

Extra comfortable 
backrest

Thanks to its 67 cm 
high backrest, the 
KENT chair offers 
maximum comfort, 
making it the ideal 
office chair for all 
body types.

Ergonomic design

All-day seating comfort 
is ensured by the use 
of injection moulded or 
high-quality foam and 
rich padding.

High weight capacity

This robust heavy-duty 
chair has a weight 
capacity of 160 kg.

Synchronous 
mechanism 

This advanced 
mechanism is part of 
the basic equipment.

The KENT series is represented by exclusive chairs and armchairs that are 
suitable for representative corporate areas and places where you meet your 
clients and partners.

Key Features
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The KENT Series
The five models in the 
KENT series share exclusive 
designs and design details, 
making them perfect 
for a complete office 
environment – from stylish 
executive offices, to casual 
workstations and meeting 
rooms.

KENT NETKENT BOSS

KENT PROKUR NETKENT PROKUR

KENT EXCLUSIVE

Height adjustable 
backrest (KENT 
EXCLUSIVE, KENT BOSS)

Seat depth adjustment 
(T-synchro, TB-synchro, 
IMA)

Height adjustable 
lumbar support 
(KENT NET)
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Make Your Own KENT Chair

MECHANISM
 1MES01

Synchro

Loop black nylon 
base

Ø 700 mm
+ black piston

Castors
Ø 65 mm for hard

surfaces

MECHANISM
 1MES27

TB-synchro

Loop polished
aluminium base

Ø 700 mm
+ chrome piston

PP armrests
P41

height
adjustable

PP armrests
P27 black

for KENT PROKUR

PU armrests
P44

height
adjustable

PP armrests
P27 white

for KENT PROKUR

PU armrests
P44C

2D
with chrome base

Stitched edges
of the seat

for KENT BOSS, NET 
AND PROKUR

PU armrests
P48
3D

with lock

Fixed headrest
for KENT 

EXCLUSIVE

PU armrests
P48C

4D with lock and
chrome base

Headrest 3D
(only black 

plastic)
for KENT BOSS

PU armrests
P98
4D

Inflatable
lumbar
support

Fixed
lumbar
support

PP armrests
P46W

height adjustable
for KENT NET WHITE

MECHANISM 
1MES29

IMA synchro

Flat polished
aluminium base

Ø 640 mm
+ black piston

MECHANISM
 1MES02

T-synchro

Flat black
aluminium base

Ø 640 mm
+ black piston

Castors
Ø 65 mm
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The complete range of colours and surfaces can be found in the price lists or in the ALBA 3D configurator
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KENT EXCLUSIVE
Seat width 51 cm

Seat depth 48 cm

Seat height 46–57 cm

Chair height without headrest 103–121 cm

Weight capacity 160 kg

Weight 22 kg

Warranty 5 years

KENT NET
Seat width 51 cm

Seat depth 48 cm

Seat height 46–57 cm

Chair height without headrest 108–119 cm

Weight capacity 160 kg

Weight 16 kg

Warranty 5 years

Specifications

KENT BOSS
Seat width 51 cm

Seat depth 48 cm

Seat height 46–57 cm

Chair height without headrest 104–116 cm

Weight capacity 160 kg

Weight 16 kg

Warranty 5 years

KENT PROKUR
Seat width 48 cm

Seat depth 51 cm

Seat height 47 cm

Chair width 65 cm

Chair depth 58 cm

Chair height 84 cm

Weight capacity 130 kg

Weight 7,5 kg

Stackability 4 pcs

Warranty 5 years
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LARA
A trusted classic our customers
can always rely on

Extra accessories

The LARA series offers
a number of optional
accessories such 
as armrests, bases 
or headrests

Maximum comfort

High, ergonomically 
shaped backrest with
adjustable height for
maximum comfort

Materials

High quality design,
durable materials
and a certified weight
capacity of 130 kg
ensure a long service life

Dynamic seating 

Modern sychronous
mechanism supports
dynamic seating

If you are searching for a reliable office chair for busy offices that meets all 
the essential parameters of ergonomic seating and can easily adapt to the 
requirements of different users, you have found it in the LARA series.

Key Features
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The LARA Series
The emphasis on manufacturing quality, long service life
and the durability of the materials chosen, together with 
an enormous variability predestine the LARA series chairs 
for use in major office buildings. Already the basic models
of this series are equipped with a fully adjustable 
synchronous mechanism, making them suitable for 
all-day seating. The seats and backrests of the VIP models 
are made of durable injection moulded foam and the luxury 
mesh version is equipped with a soft, depth adjustable 
lumbar support as standard.

LARA NET

LARA PROKUR

LARALARA VIP

Height adjustable 
backrest

Seat depth adjustment 
(T-synchro, TB-synchro, 
IMA)

Depth adjustable 
lumbar support 
(LARA NET)
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Make Your Own LARA Chair

PU armrests
P98
4D

PU armrests
P44C

2D
with chrome base

PU armrests
P48C 

4D with lock and 
chrome base

PU armrests
P48 
3D

with lock

PP armrests
P41

height 
adjustable

PU armrests
P44

height
adjustable

MECHANISM 
1MES01

Synchro

MECHANISM 
1MES27

TB-synchro

MECHANISM
 1MES29

IMA synchro

MECHANISM 
1MES02

T-synchro

Castors
Ø 65 mm for hard 

surfaces

Flat polished 
aluminium base

Ø 640 mm
+ black piston

Loop polished
aluminium base

Ø 700 mm
+ chrome piston

Flat black
aluminium base

Ø 640 mm
+ black piston

Loop nylon chair 
base

with metal insert
Ø 640 mm

Castors
Ø 65 mm

Adjustable 3D
headrest

(LARA, LARA VIP)

Upholstered 
3D headrest
(LARA NET)

Inflatable lumbar 
support
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Fixed lumbar 
support

The complete range of colours and surfaces can be found in the price lists or in the ALBA 3D configurator
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LARA VIP
Seat width 50 cm

Seat depth 45 cm

Seat height 44-55 cm

Chair height without headrest 98-117 cm

Weight capacity 130 kg

Weight 18 kg

Warranty 5 years

LARA NET
Seat width 51 cm

Seat depth 46 cm

Seat height 44-55 cm

Chair height without headrest 106-119 cm

Weight capacity 130 kg

Weight 17 kg

Warranty 5 years

Specifications

LARA
Seat width 51 cm

Seat depth 46 cm

Seat height 43-54 cm

Chair height without headrest 97-116 cm

Weight capacity 130 kg

Weight 18 kg

Warranty 5 years

LARA PROKUR
Seat width 49 cm

Seat depth 45 cm

Seat height 48 cm

Chair width with armrests 61 cm

Chair depth 53 cm

Chair height 90 cm

Weight capacity 130 kg

Weight 9 kg

Stackabilty 3 pcs

Warranty 5 years



MARLENE
A refined design piece created 
for elegant office environments 
or a stylish home office

MARLENE PROKUR
Seat width/ depth 48 cm/ 45 cm

Seat height 46 cm

Chair height 94 cm

Weight capacity 130 kg

Weight 11 kg

Warranty 5 years

MARLENE BOSS
Seat width/ depth 48 cm/ 45 cm

Seat height 44-53 cm

Chair height 110-119 cm

Weight capacity 130 kg

Weight 14 kg

Warranty 5 years

MARLENE PROKURMARLENE BOSS
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Specifications

The MARLENE  series stands out for 
its minimalist design language 
and lightweight construction. The 
ergonomically shaped one piece 
seat and backrest is covered with 
durable and easy to clean mesh and 
can carry up to 130 kg. For better 
ergonomy, the rounded edge of the 
seat is padded with a soft cushion. 
The full-size office chair with knee-
tilt mechanism is complemented by 
a low-backrest visitor chair. 

Customize your MARLENE:

PP armrests
P50O

open type

PP armrests
P50U

closed type

Castors
Ø 65 mm for

hard surfaces
MARLENE BOSS

Flat black
aluminium base Ø 

640 mm
+ black piston
MARLENE BOSS

Auto-return
piston

MARLENE PROKUR

Tilt mechanism
MARLENE PROKUR
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JOB
The simple but stylish design 
makes JOB a timeless eye-
catcher in any space 

Comfort during productive work, 
the JOB task chair combines the 
comfortable and the functional. 
JOB scores with a unique, back-
friendly design with shaped 
backrest and seat cushion made 
of moulded foam for increased 
ergonomics and durability.

JOB WHITEJOB

Specifications
JOB
Seat width/ depth 50 cm/ 45 cm

Seat height 39-51 cm

Backrest height 66 cm

Chair height without headrest 100-121 cm

Weight capacity 130 kg

Weight 18 kg

Warranty 5 years

Customize your JOB:

MECHANISM 
1MES29

IMA synchro

Inflatable 
lumbar
support

PU armrests
P48 
3D

with lock

Loop nylon chair 
base

with metal insert
Ø 640 mm

Castors
Ø 65 mm for hard 

surfaces

Castors
Ø 65 mm

PU armrests
P98
4D

Height adjustable 
backrest

Seat depth adjustment 
(T-synchro, TB-synchro, 
IMA)



FLIP
A modern upholstered 
chair with clean lines that 
perfectly combines design, 
ergonomics and function

The FLIP chair features a modern synchronous mechanism that is integrated 
into the shape of the seat and a contoured backrest with a height-
adjustable lumbar support. A wide selection of high-quality fabrics and 
a choice between black and white versions allow you to create a timeless 
chair, that will add lightness to a stylish home office, student room or the 
interior of a young company.

Customize your FLIP:

Specifications
FLIP
Seat width/ depth 52 cm/ 48 cm

Seat height 38-50 cm

Backrest height 60 cm

Chair height 96-108 cm

Weight capacity 120 kg

Weight 18 kg

Warranty 5 years

Armrests Armrests
white

Castors
Ø 65 mm for hard 

surfaces

Castors
Ø 65 mm

20 | Office Chairs

Height adjustable 
lumbar support
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JOO
Premium executive chair with 
superior features designed for our 
most demanding customers

The progressive design of the JOO executive chair takes ergonomic comfort 
to new levels. The anatomically shaped mesh backrest is equipped with a 
unique flexible lumbar support and the contoured seat is optionally covered 
with breathable mesh or upholstered with moulded foam. The synchronous 
mechanism can be easily and intuitively adjusted with a single lever and 
for optimum ergonomics, the chair is equipped with 4D armrests and a 3D 
adjustable headrest.

Specifications
JOO
Seat width/ depth 50 cm/48 cm

Seat height 43-53 cm

Chair height 101-115 cm

Chair width 66 cm

Weight capacity 130 kg

Weight 32 kg

Warranty 5 years

JOO JOO UPH

Height adjustable 
backrest Seat depth adjustmentFlexible lumbar support



MANDY
A chair with small dimensions 
but great features for young 
businesses or your comfy 
home office

The combination of a breathable mesh backrest with an adjustable 
lumbar support, softly padded seat, quality synchronous mechanism and 
a reasonable price make this small chair the perfect choice for any home 
office or student room.

Customize your MANDY:

Specifications MANDY
Seat width 51 cm

Seat depth 46 cm

Seat height 44-55 cm

Chair height without headrest 99-110 cm

Weight capacity 130 kg

Weight 18 kg

Packaging 0,3 m3

Warranty 2 years

Castors
Ø 65 mm for hard 

surfaces

Castors
Ø 65 mm

PU armrests
P44

height
adjustable

Flat black
aluminium base

Ø 640 mm
+ black piston

PU armrests
P44C

2D
with chrome base

Loop polished
aluminium base

Ø 700 mm
+ chrome piston

Headrest

22 | Office Chairs

PP armrests
P24

fixed

Seat depth adjustment 
(T-synchro, TB-synchro) 

Height adjustable 
lumbar support
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24/7 Seating
Chairs that help save 
lives, protect properties 
and stay focused

When it comes to safety, compromises 
must be set aside. That’s why at ALBA 
we manufacture chairs and armchairs 
for 24-hour operations with the utmost 
focus on durability, uncompromising 
ergonomics and the quality of the 
used materials.
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DISPOS
The durable and fantastically 
comfortable heavyweight 
champion you can always  
lean on

Top quality 
workmanship

The generously 
sized armchair 
is ergonomically 
contoured and richly 
padded with high-
quality foam a hand-
sewn upholstery 

High weight capacity 

Extremely robust fully 
upholstered heavy 
duty chair with 
certified weight 
capacity up to 200 kg

High durability 

Premium highly 
durable components 
and special heavy duty 
piston for long chair life

Wide setting options 

Assistblock knee 
tilt mechanism for 
superior comfort, 
lockable in 5 
positions, with tilt 
tension adjustment 

DISPOS chairs represent the most comfortable seating solution for workers 
in continuous operations which are characterised by a very demanding 
environment. The special ergonomic design with rich padding offers optimal 
support during intensive use in dispatch or call centers.

Key Features
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The DISPOS Series
The Dispos series features a 
special ergonomic design with 
rich padding and softly padded 
folding armrests. The chairs 
offer maximum comfort even 
under intensive and prolonged 
use. The two size variants satisfy 
even very different body types.

Built for Heavy Duty
A durable construction made of premium components is the 
basis for a chair that will serve you perfectly for many years. 
This is the only way the chair can withstand high loads and 
intensive use by different users. In order for such a chair to 
be able to handle the widest possible weight spectrum, a 
sufficiently high load capacity is a key requirement.

DISPOS MIDIDISPOS

DISPOS
Seat width 55 cm

Seat depth 54 cm

Seat height 46-58 cm

Chair width 70 cm

Chair height 116-128 cm

Weight capacity 200 kg

Weight 23 kg

Packaging 0,4 m3

Warranty 5 years

Specifications

DISPOS MIDI
Seat width 55 cm

Seat depth 48 cm

Seat height 42-51 cm

Chair width 70 cm

Chair height 116-128 cm

Weight capacity 200 kg

Weight 21 kg

Packaging 0,4 m3

Warranty 5 years
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ERGO
Premium ergonomic chair 
designed for demanding 
24-hour operations

ERGO MIDI
Seat width/ depth 51 cm/ 45 cm

Seat height 42-51 cm

Chair height without headrest 103-122 cm

Weight capacity 160 kg

Weight 20 kg

Warranty 5 years

ERGO
Seat width/ depth 55 cm/ 51 cm

Seat height 46-56cm

Chair height without headrest 108-127 cm

Weight capacity 160 kg

Weight 21 kg

Warranty 5 years
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Specifications

The ERGO heavy duty chair is equipped with an advanced synchronous 
mechanism with lateral tension adjustment, which allows adjustment of 
the seat depth and negative seat tilt. The ergonomic design of the seat 
and backrest is complemented by an inflatable depth adjustable lumbar 
support, which effectively reduces pressure on the spine.

Customize your ERGO:

Castors
Ø 65 mm for hard 

surfaces

Headrest

Flat polished
aluminium base 

Ø 700 mm
+ black piston

PU armrests
P78
4D

ERGO ERGO MIDI

Height adjustable 
backrest Negative seat tiltSeat depth 

adjustment
Inflatable lumbar 
support
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Kids Chairs
Make sure their first chair 
is a great one

Children are not small adults. They 
have specific demands on the world 
around them, including seating 
furniture. Unlike adults, children are still 
growing, developing and their needs 
are changing. ALBA children’s chairs 
respond to these needs and have 
the undeniable advantage that 
they grow with children thanks to their 
easy adjustability.
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FUXO
This ergonomic growing chair 
is the best choice for a healthy 
child’s back and a good posture

Playful patterns

Hand-sewn covers 
with a rich selection of 
materials and colours 
in two playful patterns

Safety

Premium tested 
components for safety 
and durability

Ergonomic 

Perfectly adjustable and 
ergonomic chair 
with a weight capacity 
of 100 kg

Growing 

Growing chair for 
healthy sitting for 
children from 5 to 16 
years

Thanks to its unique seat and backrest adjustment system, the FUXO 
children’s growing chair is suitable for children from 5 years of age. 
FUXO is made from premium and tested components and will last children 
into their teens.

Key Features
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The FUXO Series
The depth and height of the backrest can be adjusted independently of each other. Together 
with the stepless seat height adjustment, the chair can always be easily adapted to the 
child’s current height. For smaller children, FUXO can optionally be equipped with a foot ring 
to ensure correct foot support even at a standard height desk. Older children will appreciate 
the fixed or height-adjustable armrests. First-class and tested components together with 
high-quality, hand-sewn upholstery ensure the chair’s long service life.

FUXO V-LINEFUXO S-LINE
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FUXO S-LINE
Seat width/ depth 46cm/ 46 cm

Seat height 36-50 cm

Chair height 84-106 cm

Weight capacity 100 kg

Weight 10 kg

Warranty 5 years

Specifications

FUXO V-LINE
Seat width/ depth 46cm/ 46 cm

Seat height 36-50 cm

Chair height 84-106 cm

Weight capacity 100 kg

Weight 10 kg

Warranty 5 years

Make Your Own FUXO Chair

PP armrests
P34S grey 

fixed

Armrests P41S grey
height  adjustable

Foot ring Glides 
grey

Wheels 
grey

Ø 50 mm for hard 
surfaces

Non-rotating
piston
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The complete range of colours and surfaces can be found in the price lists or in the ALBA 3D configurator
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Conference 
Seating
Make sure all your guests 
are seated comfortably

Conference chairs complement our 
portfolio of seating furniture. They are 
most often found in meeting rooms, 
offices, waiting rooms of various 
institutions, but also in auditoriums and 
conference halls. Comfort, durability 
and functionality are the key features 
of conference seating. 
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SQUARE
Unique, edgy design, huge variety 
of material combinations and 
great comfort you’ ll enjoy.

Equipment 

All chairs can be 
equipped with 
armrests, writing pads 
or storage baskets.

The SQUARE range offers a suitable solution for any space. The VIP version 
of the upholstered chair with elegant stitched edges will provide comfort 
for your guests in meeting rooms. In waiting areas, you will appreciate the 
easy hygienic maintenance and durability of plastic or wooden surfaces. For 
conferences and seminars, the chairs can be equipped with a writing pad or 
a practical storage basket.

Key Features

Minimalist design

Modern conference 
chair in a minimalist 
design with a 
rectangular metal 
frame.

Stitching and upholstery

Precision hand stitching 
and high quality 
upholstery

Stackability

The chairs are stackable 
up to five pieces for 
convenient storage or 
transport
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The SQUARE Series
The great variability of SQUARE chairs and benches allows you 
to choose the colour of the frame and plastic components as 
well as the material version of the seat and backrest. All chairs 
share the same quality workmanship and design signature, 
so they can be used to furnish complete corporate spaces – 
from office guest seating to meeting and conference rooms to 
waiting areas.

SQUARE W

SQUARE B W

SQUARE P

SQUARE VIP

SQUARE

SQUARE B SQUARE B P
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Make Your Own SQUARE Chair
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PP armrests
P17 

 plastic
folding table

PP armrests
P17

black

PP armrests
P17S
grey

Upholstered
back of 

backrest

PP armrests
P17

wooden
folding table

Wire basket
under the seat

Row connector
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The complete range of colours and surfaces can be found in the price lists or in the ALBA 3D configurator
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SQUARE VIP
Seat width/ depth 46 cm/44 cm

Seat height 47 cm

Chair width 57 cm

Armrest height 67 cm

Chair depth 53 cm

Chair height 81 cm

Weight capacity 130 kg

Weight 9 kg

Stackability 5 pcs

Warranty 5 years

SQUARE P
Seat width/ depth 46 cm/ 44 cm

Seat height 46 cm

Chair width 51 cm

Armrest height 67 cm

Chair depth 53 cm

Chair height 81 cm

Weight capacity 130 kg

Weight 9 kg

Stackability 5 pcs

Warranty 5 years

Specifications

SQUARE UPH
Seat width/ depth 46 cm/ 44 cm

Seat height 46 cm

Chair width 51 cm

Armrest height 67 cm

Chair depth 53 cm

Chair height 81 cm

Weight capacity 130 kg

Weight 9 kg

Stackability 5 pcs

Warranty 5 years

SQUARE B
Seat width/ depth 46 cm/ 47 cm

Seat height 42 cm

Bench width (2-, 3-, 4-, 5-seater) 104 cm, 156 cm, 
208 cm, 260 cm

Bench depth 61 cm

Bench height 81 cm

Weight capacity (2-, 3-, 4-, 5-seater) 260 kg, 390 kg, 
520 kg, 650 kg

Warranty 5 years

Stackability 4 pcs

Warranty 5 years
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FILO
A versatile multitalent that 
presents an elegant solution for 
any space

Top quality materials

Subtle conference 
chair in minimalist 
design

Stackability

The chairs are stackable 
and can be joined in a 
row with a row connector

High Durability 

Solid steel frame 
ensures excellent 
stability and a weight 
capacity of 130 kg

Comfort

The high-quality 
polypropylene 
shell in multiple 
colours is available 
with soft upholstery
or  breathable 
mesh backrest

The wide selection of variants and accessories allows the FILO chair to fit a 
wide range of needs – the elegant mesh back and soft upholstery are ideal 
for representative spaces, the variant with a writing pad works perfect for 
seminars or conferences, and the all-plastic shell allows easy hygienic 
maintenance in areas with lots of people.

Key Features
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The FILO Series
The chairs of the colourful FILO family stand 
on a subtle steel frame and surprise with their strength 
and versatility. They serve as a stylish addition to a 
table, but they are also perfect for use in auditoriums or 
conference rooms. The chairs can be connected in rows 
and are stackable – so they can be quickly stowed away 
and transported as needed. The series is complemented 
with a matching bench for waiting areas. FILO B

FILO FILO UPH FILO NET

FILO
Seat width/depth 45 cm/42 cm

Seat height 45 cm

Armrest height 67cm

Chair width 57 cm

Chair depth 56 cm

Chair height 81 cm

Weight capacity 130 kg

Weight 8 kg

Stackability on the floor/ trolley 15 pcs/40 pcs*

Warranty 5 years

Specifications

FILO B
Seat width/depth 45 cm/42 cm

Seat height 41 cm

Bench width without armrests 
(2-, 3-, 4-, 5-seater)

129 cm, 181 cm, 
233 cm, 285 cm

Bench depth 61 cm

Bench height 81 cm

Weight capacity
(2-, 3-, 4-, 5-sedák)

260 kg, 390 kg, 
520 kg, 650 kg

Warranty 5 years

*Filo UPH has different stacking parameters
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LOGOS
A versatile and highly variable 
range of conference chairs in a 
distinctive contemporary design 
for intelligent seating solutions

Great variability

The great variability 
of the chairs’ design 
allows a choice of 
two shapes and three 
colours of the frame

Optional accessories

The 4-legged version can 
be equipped with castors 
and an optional plastic 
table is available for all 
chair models, making it 
suitable for training rooms 
or conferences.

Italian design

Modern and versatile 
conference chair with 
a distinctively shaped 
backrest with stylish, 
breathable perforations 
or in a mesh and 
upholstered design

Logos represents an all-round adaptable range that offers a wide variety 
of solutions for offices and public spaces. The comfortable, stackable chair 
with a distinctive Italian design is available with a variety of colours and 
frames. Available in mesh, upholstered and plastic versions, it adapts to the 
most varied contexts.

Key Features

Stackability

The chairs are stackable 
by 6 and can be joined in 
a row
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The LOGOS Series
The great variability of the chairs’ design allows 
a choice of two shapes and three colours of the 
frame, four colours of plastics and three types of 
material for the seat and backrest. The plastic 
version is available in four colours - black, blue, 
white and grey, including optional armrests. The 
mesh and upholstered version comes with black 
plastic. The 4-legged version can be equipped 
with castors and an optional plastic table is 
available for all models, making it suitable for 
training rooms or conferences.

LOGOS 4L UPH LOGOS CL LOGOS CL UPH

LOGOS 4L 

LOGOS CL NET

LOGOS 4L NET

LOGOS 4L
Seat width/depth 42 cm/48 cm

Seat height 46 cm

Chair width 58 cm

Chair depth 55 cm

Chair height 77 cm

Weight capacity 120 kg

Weight 9 kg

Stackability 6 pcs

Warranty 5 years

Specifications

LOGOS CL
Seat width/depth 42 cm/48 cm

Seat height 46 cm

Chair width 58 cm

Chair depth 54 cm

Chair height 79 cm

Weight capacity 120 kg

Weight 10 kg

Stackability 6 pcs

Warranty 5 years
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OLYMP
This timeless and stylish chair 
will take you to the peak of 
seating comfort

Ergonomical

Even better breathability 
is provided by the variant 
with an ergonomically 
shaped mesh backrest

Stackability 

All models are stackable 
up to three pieces and 
have a weight capacity 
of 120 kg

Hand-upholstered

Ergonomically shaped, 
hand-upholstered 
conference chairs 
on a cantilever base 
or on four legs with 
integrated armrests

The OLYMP series of meeting chairs provides supremely comfortable seating 
for conference rooms or for guests in your office. The cantilever frame with 
integrated armrests stands out for its distinctive look and excellent stability, 
while improving the ergonomics of the chair by adapting very well to the 
spine. The comfortably shaped backrest can also be chosen in a airy mesh 
or high back design. The luxurious look is complemented by the option of a 
fully upholstered back or wooden armrests.

Key Features
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The OLYMP Series
A characteristic design element of the 
OLYMP series is the distinctively shaped 
chrome base with integrated armrests 
in two variants. The separated seat and 
backrest stand out in comfort and give 
the chair a pleasant airiness and flexibility.

OLYMP 4L OLYMP 4L NET OLYMP PLUS CL

OLYMP CL

OLYMP PLUS 4L

OLYMP CL NET

OLYMP 4L
Seat width/depth 49 cm/47 cm

Seat height 45 cm

Chair width 56 cm

Chair depth 59 cm

Chair height 83 cm

Weight capacity 120 kg

Weight 9 kg

Warranty 5 years

OLYMP CL
Seat width/depth 49 cm/47 cm

Seat height 45 cm

Chair width 56 cm

Chair depth 60 cm

Chair height 84 cm

Weight capacity 120 kg

Weight 9 kg

Warranty 5 years

OLYMP PLUS 4L
Seat width/depth 49 cm/47 cm

Seat height 45 cm

Chair width 56 cm

Chair depth 63 cm

Chair height 93 cm

Weight capacity 120 kg

Weight 11 kg

Warranty 5 years

OLYMP PLUS CL
Seat width/depth 49 cm/47 cm

Seat height 45 cm

Chair width 56 cm

Chair depth 59 cm

Chair height 93 cm

Weight capacity 120 kg

Weight 11 kg

Warranty 5 years

Specifications
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BERNI
An exceptionally sturdy shell chair 
in a classic design that excels in 
high weight capacity

The BERNI range is the perfect choice for demanding environments such as 
hotels, conference rooms and waiting areas. Thanks to the wide choice of 
materials, upholstery colours and wood finishes, they perfectly complement 
the overall design of the interior. The chair stands out for its high weight 
capacity of up to 160 kg.

Specifications
BERNI
Seat width/ depth 40 cm/40 cm

Seat height 45 cm

Chair width 47 cm

Chair depth 54 cm

Chair height 85 cm

Weight capacity 160 kg

Weight 8 kg

Stackability 5 pcs

Packaging 0,25 m3

Warranty 5 years

BERNI BERNI ARM UPH BERNI B
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LILLY
Timeless wooden chair in a classic 
design with a wide choice of 
finishes and upholstery options

Comfortably upholstered versions of the LILLY chair with a chrome plated 
base are particularly recommended as elegant seating in conference rooms 
or training facilities. The unupholstered version is an excellent choice for 
the office kitchen, canteen or waiting room. In addition to LILLY in its natural 
wooden finish, you´ll surely appreciate the choice of several laminate colour 
options, which are extra scratch-resistant and very easy to maintain

Specifications
LILLY
Seat width/ depth 42 cm/40 cm

Seat height 46 cm

Chair width 51 cm

Chair depth 54 cm

Chair height 91 cm

Weight capacity 120 kg

Weight 6 kg

Stackability 5 pcs

Warranty 2 years

LILLY LILLY UPHS LILLY UPHFLILLY UPH
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Solutions

Solutions
Comprehensive seating solutions for any 
type of workplace

We design and manufacture seating furniture for a wide range of situations 
that share a common purpose: the desire to spend time in a comfortable and 
inspiring environment.

SCHOOLS AND 
UNIVERSITIES
We offer comprehensive seating 
solutions for kindergartens, 
classrooms, lecture halls, 
cafeterias, canteens
and common areas.
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INDUSTRIAL SEATING
Comfort at work is important for everyone.
Our portfolio therefore includes not only 
ergonomic office seating, but also a range 
of work chairs for special applications. Our 
chairs meet the demanding requirements 
of special working environments.

SOFT AND DESIGN SEATING
In our own specialized facility we 
manufacture soft seating, including atypical 
customized seating solutions, and we also 
offer a wide selection of design chairs for 
reception areas, lobbies, cafés, restaurants, 
hotels or for outdoor use.
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Chairs recomended for healthcare facilities:

MEDIC NORA KENT NET MEDICAL

MEDICINE AND NURSING
Special chairs for the healthcare sector 
are most often used in doctors’ offices, 
waiting and reception areas, staff 
facilities or nursing homes. They are 
subject to very similar requirements as 
office chairs, but they must also meet 
strict hygiene requirements, especially in 
terms of sanitary care and maintenance.



BIOCEV
Complete furnishing of offices 
with LARA chairs and public 
areas with ESET seating furniture

CZECH MINISTRY OF 
FOREIGN AFFAIRS
Furnishing the entire building with 
ergonomic chairs JOB, REFLEX and 
custom made furniture

Projects

47 | Projects
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CIIRC ČVUT 

Office equipment with ergonomic 
GAME BOSS chairs and stackable 

FILO seating furniture

KL & ROCK
Furnishing office space with 
chairs GAME BOSS VIP and 
YORK NET
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Fabric Palette

Expo
The distinctively textured, highly durable 
bacteriostatic fabric has a wide range of 
uses for heavy-duty chairs such as waiting 
rooms, doctors’ offices and rooms in 
healthcare facilities.

Fortis
The premium, fine plain weave fabric is 
available in a range of contemporary 
colours. The water-repellent finish makes it 
easy to clean upholstered furniture. 

The complete range of colours and surfaces can be found in the price lists or in the ALBA 3D configurator

Fabric Palette
Our upholstery fabrics meet the highest quality 
standards, so they will look great on your 
chairs for years to come.
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Silvertex
Superior vinyl-coated fabric with a refined 
texture of fine woven linen. The surface 
is protected by Spradling’s PERMABLOK® 
topcoat system, which provides excellent 
abrasion and stain resistance. With an 
antimicrobial, antibacterial and antifungal 
finish, it also meets the requirement for use 
in medical facilities.

Bombay
The modern fabric with an attractive texture 
is pleasantly soft thanks to the lining, 
holds its shape well and does not fray. It 
is available in many modern shades and 
thanks to its water-repellent finish and easy 
cleaning, it is the ideal choice for offices and 
home offices. 

The complete range of colours and surfaces can be found in the price lists or in the ALBA 3D configurator

Eco Leather
The highly durable synthetic fabric with 
a special anti-static surface treatment 
resistant to bacteria and bacterial 
contamination is particularly suitable for 
healthcare environments. Phthalate-free. 

Leather
Premium genuine leather is a highly durable 
and easy to maintain material that will add 
a touch of luxury and elegance to any office 
chair and elevate the overall look of the 
office. 
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Suedine
The popular suede material is pleasant to 
the touch and available in many colour 
options. This makes it an excellent choice 
for children’s chairs, but also for the classic 
office and visitor chairs.

Wood stain colours
Most of our wooden chairs are available in 
eight standard natural wood colours. Other 
wood colours are available upon request, 
please feel free to contact us.

Cura
Cura is a soft, multi-purpose upholstery 
fabric with a voluminous texture a vibrant 
melange effect and a warm, casual 
aesthetics. Made from 98% post-consumer 
recycled polyester.

Bondai
Extremely durable fabric with a wide range 
of colour variations is a great material for 
upholstering chairs with a high level of use.

The complete range of colours and surfaces can be found in the price lists or in the ALBA 3D configurator
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Functional 
Components

Functional Components
Components that ensure functionality and 
determine the main characteristics of a chair

Supported Dynamic Seating (SDS)

Supports the natural movement of the body and prevents 
one-sided overload.

Synchronous tilt mechanism

Enables ergonomic seat and 
backrest tilt in a synchronised 
ratio, tilt tension adjustment 
and further functions to support 
dynamic sitting.

MECHANISM 
1MES01

Synchro

MECHANISM 
1MES27

TB-synchro

MECHANISM 
1MES29

IMA synchro

MECHANISM 
1MES02

T-synchro

Tilt mechanism

Seat and backrest tilt in 
a constant ratio of 1:1 with 
adjustable tilt resistance.

MECHANISM 
1MEH02

basic armchair 
mechanism

ASSISTBLOCK 
1MEH01

knee tilt
mechanism

Asynchronous mechanism

Allows to adjust the seat and 
the backrest independently to 
find the optimal static sitting 
position.

MECHANISM 
1MEA01

Asynchro

PCB
1MEK01

permanent 
contact back

Permanent contact mechanism

The angle of the backrest can be 
locked in any position within 20° 
or left free to move. Also allows 
to adjust the distance of the 
backrest from the seat.
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Infinite stability and endurance

Determine the overall level of stability and durability of the 
chair for different loads and intensity of use.

Aluminium

Die-cast aluminium bases are 
the most resistant to high and 
long term use, they are heavier 
and provide perfect stability.

Flat polished 
aluminium base

Ø 640 mm

Loop polished
aluminium base

Ø 700 mm

Flat black
aluminium base

Ø 640 mm

Nylon

Bases made of polyamide 
reinforced with 30% glass fibre. 
They stand out for their excellent 
strength, dimensional stability, 
flexibility and mechanical 
resistance. A metal insert 
contributes to great durability.

Loop nylon chair 
base

with metal insert
Ø 640 mm

BASE 
1BAS01/1BAS36
flat nylon base
Ø 600/640 mm

Steel

The sturdy welded steel base 
with chrome finish and plastic 
center cover stands out for its 
durability at a reasonable price.

BASE 1BAS09
steel base
Ø 640 mm
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Perfect freedom of movement

Allow the chair to move freely and bear the weight of the 
chair. The choice of castors depends on the particular 
floor type

1KOL07
Ø 65 MM

1KOL03
Ø 50 MM

1KOL04/1KOL08
Ø 50/60 MM

Brake castors

They prevent the chair from 
rolling away spontaneously 
when sitting down or 
accidentally leaning against it. 
When you sit down, the loaded 
wheels are released.

1KLU13
GRAY

1KLU01
BLACK

Glides

They are suitable for work chairs 
and stools with a high piston or 
frame. For these types of chairs, 
glides are a safer option as they 
hold the chair in a fixed position.

Hard castors

The standard plastic castors 
are designed for soft floors 
and carpets. A larger diameter 
reduces rolling resistance so the 
castors can move easily even on 
slightly uneven floors.

1KOL05
Ø 65 MM

1KOL01
Ø 50 MM

1KOL10
Ø 60 MM

1KOL06
Ø 65 MM

1KOL02
Ø 50 MM

1KOL30
Ø 60 MM

Soft castors

Rubber castors are designed 
for hard surfaces such as tiles, 
floating floors or parquet. The 
soft rubber on the surface 
prevents unwanted marks due 
to abrasion.
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Neck and shoulder relief

Armrests increase seating comfort by distributing the weight 
of the arms, bringing relief to shoulders and neck.

4D adjustable

Allows you to adjust the height 
and width. The top of the 
armrest is adjustable forwards, 
backwards and can also be 
rotated inwards or outwards by 
several degrees. Your forearms 
are thus comfortably supported 
in different positions, for 
example when your wrists are 
close to each other when typing.

3D adjustable

The armrests can be adjusted 
in height and the arm pads 
can also be adjusted forwards, 
backwards and sideways. This 
makes them more adaptable to 
different body types and chair 
positions at the desk.

Height-adjustable

Allow you to adjust the correct 
height so that your upper 
arms are freely lowered along 
the body and the forearms lie 
horizontally on the armrest. The 
chrome version offers in addition 
to better stability the possibility 
of adjusting the width of the 
armrest holder.

Fixed

Fixed armrests provide basic 
support and improve the 
overall ergonomics of the chair. 
However, their height may not 
necessarily suit all body types.

P78
24/7 CHAIRS

P48

P44

P34S
GREY

P98

P48C

P44C

P24

P76
24/7 CHAIRS

P46W
WHITE

P41S
GREY
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Ultimate seating comfort

Increase overall comfort and prevent harmful effects of 
prolonged sitting.

Lumbar support

For optimal support of the spine 
in the lumbar region, which is 
under the most strain when 
sitting. It can be fixed, height-
adjustable, depth-adjustable or 
inflatable.

Headrest

A useful helper that supports the 
head in a comfortable extension 
of the spine, which significantly 
helps to relieve the overstressed 
cervical spine and shoulder 
area.

Extras

Additional features that further 
enhance overall comfort - a 
foot ring, decorative seams and 
firmer foam padding, footstools, 
clothes hangers and more.

FIXED MESH 3D 
ADJUSTABLE

INTEGRATED 3D ADJUSTABLE

HEIGHT
ADJUSTABLE

IMCREASED 
LUMBAR 
SUPPORT

INFLATABLE 
DEPTH

ADJUSTABLE

DECORATIVE 
SEAMS

FOOT RING HANGER FOOT REST
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Constantly ideal seating height

Pistons allow the seat height to be adjusted to suit different 
body types and desk heights.

Standard/high

In addition to pistons with 
standard stroke heights, high 
and extra high pistons can 
be selected for work chairs or 
stools.

Heavy-duty

The heavy-duty tested pistons 
guarantee a long service life 
for chairs that are designed for 
demanding and continuous 
operations.

Special

We offer, for example, pistons 
with an autoreturn function that 
automatically returns the seat 
to its original position, or non-
rotating pistons designed for 
children’s chairs.

1PIS24
CHROME

1PIS12
HEAVY-DUTY 
ARMCHAIR

1PIS01

1PIS13
HEAVY-DUTY 

CHAIR

1PIS30
 NON-ROTATING

1PIS05
EXTRA HIGH

AUTORETURN



Custom 
design
ALBA chairs tailored to 
your needs

Have you not found the right 
product among the more than 
100 models of chairs and benches 
in our standard offer? We have 
a solution for you. We customize 
and manufacture chairs and 
various other furniture for your 
projects. They can therefore meet 
your design and performance 
requirements or fit even more 
precisely into the creative 
architectural interior 
design of your project.
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Quality And Certification
Full production control guarantees the top quality of our 
chairs

Sustainability
Making amazing chairs for a 
sustainable world

ALBA is strictly committed to eliminating the 
environmental impact of its activities. In 2015, we 
therefore implemented an environmental management 
system in accordance with ISO 14001 to reduce negative 
environmental impacts and improve the efficiency and 
effectiveness of our operations. We adopt environmentally 
friendly solutions in all aspects of our operations, from the 
selection of input materials to packaging and transport, 
energy consumption or heating of our buildings. 

For us, top quality is not just an empty 
marketing slogan. It is our trademark that 
runs throughout ALBA and plays a key role 
in everything we do. All of our chairs are 
designed and manufactured with due 
care in our modern factories in the Czech 
Republic and Slovakia, allowing us to 
guarantee 100% quality control at all stages 
of production. We prefer components from 
local and European suppliers that meet all 
our quality requirements and are properly 
tested and certified. In 2022, ALBA has been 
awarded the ecolabel “Environmentally 
Friendly Product” and the EU Ecolabel to 
custom made seating furniture.
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Facts and Figures

1995
ALBA Trading 
was founded

1996
Opening 

of the Brno 
branch

1999
Opening 

of the Ostrava 
branch

2000
ALBA SR 
founded

2002
Moving 

headquarters 
in Škvorec

2007
Renaming to 

ALBA CR

2016
Start of the 

polyurethane 
division

2021
Obtaining the 
Czech Quality 

Award

2022
New soft 

seating division 
in Letohrad

2022
Obtaining the 

EU Ecolabel

Almost 30 years of chair manufacturing

ALBA CR at glance

100
employees

1 785
corporate customers

120 000
chairs yearly produce

4
manufacturing sites

10
export countries

71 660
meters of fabric yearly used
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ALBA Production
Our four in-house manufacturing plants allow us to 
control the quality of every piece of seating furniture we 
produce. ALBA chairs are made only from proven and 
tested components, mainly from European suppliers, and 
upholstery work is a big part of our production. 

Handmade to guarantee 
the highest quality

We are committed to making sure 
that you sit as comfortably as possible 
on our chairs. That’s why we use the 
highest quality and certified components 
to manufacture them, which also 
guarantees that our chairs willserve you 
for many years.
We produce moulded foam or cut 
upholstery fillings, sew fabric covers and 
assemble chairs by hand directly in our 
factories. Our products are independently 
tested and go through a rigorous internal 
quality control process.
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Prague Head Office

 ALBA CR spol. s r.o.
Masarykovo náměstí 26

250 83 Škvorec
Czech Republic

+420 224 284 026-8
info@albacr.eu 

Brno Branch

ALBA CR spol. s r.o.
Pěstitelská 196/18

619 00 Brno
Czech Republic

+420 541 246 029
info@albacr.eu 

Ostrava Branch

ALBA CR spol. s r.o.
Šenovská 32

710 00 Slezská Ostrava
Czech Republic

+420 541 246 029
info@albacr.eu 

Slovakia Head Office

ALBA SR spol. s r.o.
Bučany 496

919 28 Bučany
Slovakia

+421 337 435 400
info@albasr.eu 

www.albaseating.com
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